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DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT

VETARIO INTENSIVE CARE T50M

Vetario T50M Intensive Care Unit

The medical (‘M’) version of the S50 has a number of additional
features which makes it more flexible and better suited to
veterinary applications:

Oxygen compatibility: The M version is fitted with an
oxygen connector and can be safely operated with
increased oxygen concentrations to aid recovery
Drugs can be conveniently administered to the patient
using the supplied medicine reservoir connected to your
nebuliser pump (suitable nebuliser pumps are available
from your Vetario distributor)
Observation of patients is aided by a switchable internal
light which safely illuminates the chamber interior
The control system includes audible and visual warning of
temperature fluctuations outside user-defined limits. The
alarm is also triggered by power failure; once power is
restored it will warn that control has been lost while power
was off
The digital display shows the humidity level as well as
temperature within the chamber. The optional EX Humidity
Pump can be fitted to provide fully automatic humidity
control if required.The T Model has an O2 port and the S
Model has a provision for one but no port.

Read More
CODE E-GEN1088
Price: $2,600.00 excluding GST
Category: Incubator
Tags: incubator, T50M, vetario, vetariot50m

https://atxchiro.com.au/product/vetario-intensive-care-t50m/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product/vetario-intensive-care-t50m/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product-category/diagnostic-equipment/incubator-diagnostic/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product-tag/incubator/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product-tag/t50m/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product-tag/vetario/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product-tag/vetariot50m/
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VETARIO INTENSIVE CARE HUMIDITY KIT
Read More
CODE C-VET1001
Price: $365.00 excluding GST
Category: Incubator

VETARIO INTENSIVE CARE S50
Vetario S50

The S50 Intensive Care Unit is robust, reliable, easy to use and can be
quickly set up for emergency cases, it is suitable for small animals such
as rodents, birds, puppies and kittens, it is also large enough to
accommodate a small dog or queen and her litter.

 

Read More
CODE E-GEN1089
Price: $1,380.00 excluding GST
Categories: Diagnostic Equipment, Incubator
Tags: incubator, S50, vetario
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https://atxchiro.com.au/product-category/diagnostic-equipment/incubator-diagnostic/
https://atxchiro.com.au/product/vetario-intensive-care-s50/
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https://atxchiro.com.au/product-tag/vetario/

